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My first project of the year was utilizing my GPS skills by comparine the Trimble ProSR with the Garmin 3 Plus model. My partner and I used ArcMap and Adobe Illustrator to
complete the project.
The second project was to brush up my pen tool skills in Adobe Illustrator my making
a photo map. With this project I became more familiar with ArcMap. To complete this
project, I also used Adobe Photoshop to combine different quadrants, or photos.
The last project was something new for me. I used ArcView8, and within this program
is another program called ArcScene. ArcScene allowed me to work with 3-D images. This
program could a number of different things, such as TIN models, rotating the picture, and
allowing numerous layers to be shown at one time.
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Most of the GIS programs that we work with today are
based on the vector model. A vector model uses points and
connects them into segments. From this, points, lines, and regions
can be used to form the basic building blocks of geographic features.
Most of the maps made in a GIS program are two dimensional, you
usually cannot see the topographic relief. In order to see and use a
3-D effect, a new data structure called the triangulated irregular
network (TIN) was created. The TIN is a set of 3 points connected
into a triangle. Each triangle has data stored in it containing
information about the topology. The triangles fit together, forming a
3-D effect.
Using the program ArcScene, one can create 3-D
graphics. Figure 1 shows the basic TIN model of a section of the city
of Eau Claire. This was created by putting the x, y, and z
coordinates into a table and importing that data into ArcScene in
order to make the TIN. The different colors show the different
elevations in this area. You can see by looking at Figure 1 that there
is a bit of relief in this area. Figure 2 is a photograph of the same
area with the roads as a separate layer on top of it. This figure does
not show relief as compared to Figure 1. Figure 2 does show the
hydrology of the area which basically shows the lower elevations.
Figure 3 combines Figures 1 & 2. This allows the viewer
to see the photo of the area overlayed on the topography of the land.
In order for this to be seen, the photo layer was made a little more
transparent in order for the TIN model to show through.
Another way of mapping data is the raster model. This
model uses cells and grids. Normally, a vector model is more
accurate geographically than a raster model. A raster model may
look "prettier", but is not as accurate. Figure 4 is an example of a
raster model. Notice how the lines are smoother in a raster as
compared to the vector models.
Figure 5 is also a TIN model, but it is showing the percent
slope of the land. Figure 6 shows the contours of the land. Both of
these figures are just various options or layers that can be made in
ArcScene.
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